
DHIT is a non-profit 

organization and the leading 

voice in digital health in 

North Carolina. 

Our mission is to maximize 

health in underserved 

communities across the 

nation and beyond by 

providing equal access to 

global advancements in care.

Lead the Digital Health Ecosystem with DHIT  
by Sponsoring Today
W H AT 
Celebrating its 5th year, this popular series of events connects the digital 
health ecosystem with key decision-makers and leaders in the industry 
through a vibrant evening of conversations and networking. Partners 
get the opportunity to engage in thought leadership and share ideas 
that resonate with target audiences and healthcare leaders, bringing 
attention and focus to their brand and mission.

W H O 
Our Happy Hour series brings together the digital health community 
from around the NC Triangle and the Triad regions, including providers, 
payers, researchers and technologists from the healthcare, life sciences 
and medtech industries.

W H E N 
DHIT Happy Hour happens on the third Wednesday of every month 
across the Triangle, Triad and beyond.

H O W 
Each Happy Hour welcomes a thought leader from the community to 
speak about a current digital health topic, followed by conversation 
and networking. 

Sponsorship Opportunities

D H I T G L O B A L . O R G

E D U C A T I O N

R E S E A R C H

N E T W O R K I N G

T H O U G H T 
L E A D E R S H I P



Partner Benefits
DHIT’s Digital Health Happy Hours provide value for partners in four 
significant ways:

Session collaboration through custom branded signage, 
promotional materials, speaking opportunities, and influence  
over discussion topics.

 Breakthrough access to digital health innovation pipelines, 
with events averaging more than 75 attendees ranging from 
entrepreneurs to director level and C-suite executives.

 Increase brand awareness while cultivating the digital health 
community—partners enjoy pre- and post-event DHIT promotion 
through social media channels and event outreach branding.

 Creative assets for promotional and future use, produced by  
DHIT in collaboration with partners.
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Sponsorship Details
For an investment of $2,500, DHIT partners enjoy:

 +  Headline sponsorship of one Happy Hour event, plus ongoing brand 
promotion for 3 months ($5,000 for 6 months, $10,000 for one year); 
custom packages available on request

 +  Brand promotion on DHIT channels including our website, 
social media profiles, and to our email database

 +  Prominent branding on all event collateral, including exhibition 
booth/display

 + Access to a diverse network of digital health professionals 

 + Delivery of event welcoming remarks and keynote introductions

 + High-quality creative assets including video

 + Post-event analysis and attendee list

Our strategic partnership 

with DHIT allowed us to not 

only create new, meaningful 

relationships with industry 

leaders across the great state 

of North Carolina, but also to 

understand the unmet needs 

of the market in ways which 

have helped us to accelerate 

our R&D efforts and present 

more compelling value 

propositions to our target 

audiences.

Being a strategic partner 

has effectively elevated our 

brand in this region and 

beyond, and given us access 

to critical conversations 

and collaborations at the 

intersection of healthcare 

and life sciences. We are now 

playing an integral role helping 

organizations to develop 

solutions that better meet the 

needs of their customers.”

Corey Mercy 
Former Deputy Director  
NC DHHS

Contact us  
to learn more

info@dhitglobal.org 
dhitglobal.org


